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Exam "Technology" (191210730) 
January 19th, 2015 

General instructions 
1) The total time given for this examination is 3 hours. 
2) Read the complete exam questions before starting, to avoid time problems at the end. 
3) It is not allowed to use reference material such as handouts, books or communicating devices 
(laptops, mobile phones, pda's, etc.) during the exam. If needed, lists of formulas, diagrams, tables, etc. 
will be provided at the exam by the teacher. 
4) Please pay attention to clear writing, the answers should be readable without significant efforts. 
5) Students are expected to give detailed and motivated answers. Only complete (not too short) answers 
with clear drawings (if needed) qualify for the maximum score. 
The total score will be calculated based on: 

• Part 1: Assignment presentation on December 16-17, 2014 (15 points max). 
• Part II: Answering questions (1-6) of the exam (55 points max). 
• Part Ill (A&B): Two questions of choice (15 points each, 30 points max). 

Good luck! 

Part II: Answering questions (1-6) of the exam (55 points max). 

Question 1. True or False? Shortly motivate each answer (1 point each, 10 points max). 
1) Contact lithography has a poorer resolution than proximity lithography. 
2) Dry etching requires elevated temperatures when it is done without a plasma. 
3) A DC plasma is often used to deposit dielectric materials. 
4) Lift-off can be used to pattern layer of a metal made by ALD. 
5) EUV is a commonly-used type of lithography nowadays. 
6) Resolution in optical lithography is hard to improve for a given wavelength. 
7) Wafer-scale bonding is less attractive than flip-chip bonding. 
8) Concentration of reactants is the main parameter determining the rate of CVD. 
9) Post-processing of electronic chips is desired at high process temperatures. 
1 0) The trend in modern clean rooms is going to cleaner and larger clean room areas. 

Question 2: Diffusion (1 0 points max) 
a) Give a definition of diffusion and explain meaning of the two laws of diffusion in terms of physics. 

Compare graphs of the corresponding analytical solutions and comment. (5 points) 
b) Which parameters can influence conventional diffusion and what factors can cause enhanced 

diffusion? What are the technological solutions to prevent (minimize) diffusion? (5 points) 

Question 3: Materials and substrates (1 0 points max) 
a) Name 5 materials commonly used to make substrates; mention their important properties and 

motivate the resultant application areas. (5 points) 
b) Shortly describe in your own words the steps and methods of Si wafer fabrication process 

starting from crystallization. (5 points) 

Question 4: Clean manufacturing (1 0 points max) 
a) What does clean manufacturing mean and why is this needed? Give 2 examples to illustrate the 

impact of non-clean processing. (3 points) 
b) Explain the three strategies to keep manufacturing clean and outline the corresponding 

equipment. (7 points) 

Question 5: Atomic Layer Deposition (10 points max). 
a) Briefly explain the concept of ALD and its advantage(s). (4 points). 
b) How can a researcher experimentally prove that film deposition occurs in ALD mode? (3 points) 
c) Outline the modern approaches to increase the throughput of ALD. (3 points). 
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Part III(A): Question of choice (15 points max). Please choose one question (7 or 8) to answer. 

Question 7. Microreactors (15 points max). 
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) image below (picture on the left) shows a micromixer 
structure, which was fabricated with directional Reactive lon Etching (RIE). In the lecture on silicon
based microfluidics for chemical applications 2 different RIE procedures were described, one is called 
the "Bosch process", the other is usually called "cryogenic" RIE. 

a) Describe briefly the basic concepts used in RIE by which the vertical sidewalls are achieved in 
these two methods. You may use drawings to illustrate. (8 points) 

The microstructure in the SEM picture above (picture on the right) was made with a combination of 2 
different etching methods. Both methods were discussed in the lecture. 

b) Which methods were used, and how would you design the fabrication process to make this 
structure? For this last question, it is particularly important to establish the sequence of the 
different etching steps, and the patterns in the protective layer used in the steps (7 points) 

Question 8. Sensors (15 points max). 
a) Which types of devices I sensors can be made with the surface channel technology? (2 points) 
b) Why is it beneficial to use the surface channel technology for Coriolis flow sensors over other 

MEMS technologies such as e.g. bulk micro machining? (5 points) 
c) Describe the main fabrication steps when making a Coriolis flow sensor with the surface channel 

technology? (5 points) 
d) How should the process as described at (c) be modified to make a thermal flow sensor? (1 point) 
e) Can you think of a way to realise multiple different channel diameters on a single chip (2 points) 

THE EXAM CONTINUES ON THE NEXT PAGE~ 



Part 111(8): Question of choice (15 points max). Please choose one question (9 or 10) to answer. 

Question 9. CMOS & LEOs (15 points max). 
CMOS. Two Integrated Circuits were both competing over the predicate "first integrated circuit" for a long 
time, involving a patent lawsuit that lasted over 20 years. The two circuits are shown below. 

a) Which one was produced 
first? (1 point) 

b) What is the main difference 
between the two circuits? 
Explain the pros and cons 
of the two fabrication 
approaches taken for these 
chips. (1 point) 

CMOS was invented in 1962 by 
Frank Wanlass. But it took until the 
1980's until CMOS became the 
dominant logic technology. 

c) Which technologies were predominantly used before that time? (2 points) 
d) What was the reason to adopt CMOS in the 1980s? (1 point) 
e) Name (at least) three innovations that were introduced in CMOS after 2000 to improve the CMOS 

performance in new process generations. (3 points) 

Light Emitting Diodes: 
f) What is the purpose of the heterojunction ("quantum well") arrangement in a light emitting diode? 

(1 point) 
g) Make a cross-section sketch of the inside of an LED, indicating all main parts. (2 points) 
h) Which four advantages did Nick Holonyak mention for the LED, compared to conventional 

household light sources? (2 points) 
i) In the early 1970s, most researchers stopped working on GaN for LED lights. Which reasons 

motivated the switch to another semiconductor? (1 point) 
j) Explain (precisely) how white light is made in a modern LED. (1 point) 

Question 10. LOC technology (15 points max). 
a) Approaches for the realization of microfluidic or LOC systems can be classified into two main 

types. Which aspect is essential for this classification? What do these approaches include in 
general in terms of fabrication approaches? (2 points) 

b) From a fabrication point-of-view, how would you describe a microfluidic system? (hint: think of the 
major steps for its realization) (2 points) 

c) Microfluidic channels can be realized by three main approaches using microfabrication 
techniques (cleanroom) . Can you describe them? (drawings are possible to illustrate the process 
flow). (3 points) 

d) For the three devices presented on the next page, can you propose a complete fabrication 
process? (complete= from the design- possibly after realization of the masks- until the finalized 
device to be used for experimentation). (8 points) 

Inlet 

CUlture 
OUtlet chamber 

i) PDMS device bonded to a 
glass slide and having 
structures (channels & culture 
chamber) with a height of 200 

m. 

f) 
ii) a silicon-glass 
device with arrays of 
pillars (see picture) in 
silicon, and with a 

rex lid. 

iii) a glass-glass device with a 
simple channel whose walls 
have been modified before 
bonding with temperature
sensitive molecules. 


